
Omega have installed an entrance control set up of tripod turnstiles and 
AGDTurnstile system to provide increased security to Places Gym Chesterfield. 

Places Gym Chesterfield

Case study

Background

Places Gym is part of Places for People. Places for 
People Leisure is a leading leisure and wellness 
partner delivering fitness, sport, health and 
well-being. They are extremely passionate about 
helping local communities stay physically active 
and emotionally engaged in fitness, sport and 
well-being. The company entered the low-cost gym 
sector in May 2015, launching its community gym 
brand ‘Places Gym’ to expand its reach and further 
its social purpose of creating ‘active places and 
healthy people’. This exciting new acquisition will 
now take the social enterprise to six Places Gyms 
within its leisure portfolio.

Situation

Places Gym Chesterfield is one of six new gyms 
launched by Places for People Leisure. The original 
turnstiles on site were not fit for purpose and they 
were planning an extensive refurbishment to fit the 
new Places Gym brand. Places Gym Chesterfield 
needed an up to date security set-up that would 
improve the customer journey and complemented 
the look and feel of the brand new gym.

Automatic Systems tripod lanes and disabled access gates with Omega Analytic AGDTurnstile system. 
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Summary

Omega Security have 
provided a security solution 
that has ensured a more 
secure access to the gym 
facilities.

The Automatic Systems 
tripod and the new Omega 
Analytic AGDTurnstile system 
reflect the new look of the 
gym. 
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Omega Analytic AGDTurnstile system. 

In association with: 

What stood out about our 
experience with Omega was 
the responsiveness of the 

team and their ability to work 
alongside our refurbishments 
to ensure it all came together 

at the same time”
Tom Collier

Cluster manager, Places Gym

The Solution

Omega have a long-standing 
relationship with Places for 
People Leisure so were the 
natural choice to provide the 
security set-up at Places Gyms. 
Omega provided a solution of 
access control and Automatic 
Systems waist height tripod 
turnstiles and disabled access 
gate. Automatic Systems are a 
world leader in the automation 
of secure entrance control and 
access systems. The increased 
durability of the tripod turnstiles 
control high throughput. They 
integrate with AGDTurnstile system, 
provided by our sister company 
Omega Analytic Systems, who 
use innovative technologies 
to transform businesses and 
lives. AGD interfaces with 
access control systems in 
order to provide users with 
clear instructions and status 
information when attempting 
access through secure doors and 
override barriers. Our access 
control system also integrates 
seamlessly with Xn Leisure’s 
Dimension system which only 
allows live members into the 
gym.

Outcomes and impact 

The security solution provided 
by Omega has ensured a more 
secure access to their gym whilst 
improving customer experience 
by allowing customers to access 
quickly and easily. The new 
turnstiles and new AGD system 
also reflected the new look and 
feel of the gym and its facilities.

Next steps

Omega have accepted a contract 
with Places Gym Sheffield, the 
next in the line of gyms under 
the Places Gym brand. 


